A guide to Top Bow 2018 Online Web pages
ARCHER PAGE http://www.buckmasters.com/Resources/Expo/Archers
Clickable pictures of the archers that will take you to detailed information of how the Archer is progressing through the
competition.
ARCHER DETAIL PAGE
Access this page through the main Archer page or any of the other clickable links listing archer name.
On this page you will find information of how archer is progressing through the competition.
You will notice the rounds are clickable and will take you to that round and show all competitors for that round.
Max SC = Max possible scoring for the round.
SC = Archers score for the round.
Rslt = Where applicable, this will show W for a win and L for a loss.
Targets = How many targets the archer hit for the round.
T% = Target hit percentage for the round.
PRELIMS 1-3 http://www.buckmasters.com/Resources/Expo/Prelims-R1-R3
These are the first 3 rounds of competition and are used for seeding the top 32 archers to the Double Elimination
rounds.
You can use the sort feature to sort on many of the fields in this area.
SP = Starting position of the Archer and represents the order which they will shoot.
R1, R2, R3 = Scores for the round.
T% = Target hit percentage for the round.
Cumulative = All 3 rounds are included.
TS = All scores added together (Top 32 are selected for Double Elimination).
TT% = Target hit percentage for all rounds.
RK = Rank to determine Top 32. Top 32 chosen after all 3 rounds have been completed.
DOUBLE ELIMINATION http://www.buckmasters.com/Resources/Expo/Rounds
Rounds 4-18 are represented here. Click on the dropdown menu to choose which round to view.
RND = Current round being viewed.
Match = Represents the head-to-head match and the order in which they shoot.
SC = Score for the round
T% = Target hit percentage for the round.
SR = Result of the match: W for win, L for Loss.
TT% = Target hit percentage for all rounds (Used for Dan C. Bussey award).
Nxt Rnd = The advancing round, if applicable.
Nxt DE Rnd = Double Elimination name for advancing round, if applicable.
DAN C. BUSSEY
http://www.buckmasters.com/Resources/Expo/Bussey-Award
Archers competing until at least round 8 are eligible for the Dan C. Bussey award.
It is awarded to the archer with the highest Target % (how many targets were hit versus how many were available).
TOP 12 http://www.buckmasters.com/Resources/Expo/Top-12
This page shows the Top 12 finishers of the Top Bow competition ranked 1st thru 12th.
TOP BOW BRACKET http://www.buckmasters.com/Resources/Expo/Top-Bow-2018
This page shows a graphical representation of the Double Elimination portion of the competition.
Here you can zoom, pan and hover over the participants as they progress through the bracket.
NOTE: Will not work on some browsers or phones.

